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 Available languages: English, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish. The
GD 1.6: the new engine. Welcome to Dreamcast. NullDC emulator GD 1.6. Compatible with Dreamcast, also with the physical
controller. Download Dreamcast emulator GD 1.6. NullDC with Java for Windows. Download NullDC Games and enjoy! Get

"Dreamcast Emulator - NullDC - 1.6" by Marco Ferrari on Reverbnation. : NullDC is an emulator dedicated to Dreamcast
consoles. Download Dreamcast emulator NullDC 1.6, run it and test your Dreamcast games in this emulator. NullDC is one of
the best Dreamcast emulators around right now! It's compatible with any Dreamcast console! Check out its features and don't

hesitate to give it a try. Dreamcast emulator is a powerful tool that can help you to play your Dreamcast games on another
computer in the best way possible. NullDC is now compatible with controllers like the D-Pad, Analog Stick, Pro Controller and
others. You may want to try one of these controllers now. If you don't have a specific controller that you prefer to use, NullDC
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supports an emulator and a port that works even better. There are a lot of advantages that NullDC has over other Dreamcast
emulators. You can download and play Dreamcast games in your favorite language. It's also a great experience when playing

with a controller! NullDC supports Dreamcast games in different languages, and most of them are in English. You can use the
best settings for your Dreamcast game and make it more enjoyable. NullDC supports a wide variety of Dreamcast games, from

old releases to brand new ones. So, if you want to play the latest games on Dreamcast, you can try nullDC. NullDC has more
than just emulator, there are a lot of other features. You can download it, install it, play games and be very satisfied with what
you have now. If you want to test the compatibility and speed of the emulation, you can see the result in the video below. Just

try it and you will see that there is no emulator like NullDC. If you are interested in doing so, you can also see its speed
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